EMBODIED EXPERIENCES
for COMMONING

THE ROLE OF INITIATOR AND HIS OWN FASCINATIONS AND AMBITIONS
The research on the role of public art (and design) for Contemporary Commoning was originally initiated
by Jeroen Boomgaard (lector of Art in Public Space at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy) together with Rene
Boer (researcher and writer). They invited researchers and artists with different interests and backgrounds.
Ronald Rietveld (RAAAF) was invited as an artist to contribute to the research project. Ronald, in his turn,
initiated research on a potential site-specific intervention for Contemporary Commoning on ZBE, together
with the RAAAF team, and became initiator of the installation Black Water.
With a sharp and clear idea and a convincing visualisation we managed to generate enthousiasm in the
research group, locals (via Nautilus) and the municipality to participate in the organisation and realization
of Black Water. Black Water is an autonomous artwork but also fundamentally part of the long-term Contemporary Commoning research project. One initiator’s ambition inspired and provoked another, like a
chain reaction, enriching one-another and contributing to the original vision on the importance of contemporary commoning.
RAAAF’s fist ambition was to use the potential of some unique vacant public buildings and generate a
possible art intervention to contribute on Contemporary Commoning on Zeeburgereiland. But our fascination with the site had its origins elsewhere: the secret of a hidden space in one of Amsterdam’s main public
works, a silo of Amsterdam former sewage treatment plant. Darkness, silence and absence so greatly
appealed to the imagination. Contrasting strongly with the young bustling urban neighbourhood that surrounds the silo nowadays. The absurdity of the two coexisting parallel worlds was an important starting
point for the Black Water intervention.
Every art intervention in public space needs an initiator, starting with his personal fascinations and interests. Although large scale interventions in public spaces are very seldom made by one person alone, the
fascinations belong to the single individual.
Every artist has their own interests, ambitions and ways of looking at an issue or a place. These fascinations, therefore, cannot be used to formulate standard recipes as starting points for interventions, but can
be used to inspire and trigger someone else’s ambitions.

CREATING EMBODIED EXPERIENCES
Black Water is a site-specific intervention and embodied experience that links the present, the past and
a possible future on Zeeburgereiland, like many of RAAAF’s works articulate emptiness, create space for
reflection and spontaneous interaction.
Black Water provides an ‘exclusive’ embodied experience that paradoxically also generates shared experiences by making the installation accessible to all inhabitants, but with a maximum of just two visitors at the
same time. How does it feel to be alone in a huge, dark, silent world without contact and mobile devices.
Trying to find grip in an unknown world you’re thrown back on your basic senses: try to see in pitch black
darkness, feel the unstable soil under your feet, hear the enormously long echo of drops falling in the water and breaking the silence, the smell of sand and water.
Dependence on contextual aspects such as weather, time of day, season, sunlight and temperature make
the experience so unique. After working on site for thee months, experimenting with the existing qualities
of the space and analysing human perception we came up with a system that could adapt to the changes
of the context and provide a personalised program according to the weather and the character of the visitor. Running these programs required being always on-site and providing personal attention to the visitors.
Being aware of and sensitive to the signals a person gives off in the interaction before entering. Revealing
more light for the person that fears darkness, holding the hand of the person that suffers with claustrophobia, creating a higher step for the elderly, reducing the amount of falling drops while raining, or varying the
amount of light entering according to the sun. Allowing only two visitors to enter at the same time, fixing
the duration of the time slots and having at least two people on site to manage each visit made this possible.
Such an exclusive embodied experience, while opposed to participation art, paradoxically lead to the essential ingredient of commoning: sharing. Shared experience. →

RAAAF’s interventions do not try to solve - problems, unlike applied disciplines such as design and architecture. They rather point to hidden qualities and make them tangible. Undergoing something physically
and with multiple senses makes for a total and intense experience.
The orchestrated sequence of revealing the silo’s qualities, such as a vestibular disorientation by stepping
on the sand for the first time, feeling cold and insecure, hearing the echos of the drops, smelling the wet
concrete and seeing the first light beam, helps people to focus on one quality at a time, read the space
more slowly and with attention to detail.
The intervention Black Water is made by reinforcing existing qualities and adding subtle elements. Emphasising the existing qualities of the silo, such as by means of the water’s reflection that makes the silo look
even emptier, the day light-filter that makes it even darker and the water thickener that makes the echo
of the drops even deeper. Restricting natural light from entering the silo changes the space inside into a
landscape of darkness, silence and absence. Highlighting the contrast with the ‘smooth’ context of Zeeburgereiland makes the experience even more extreme.
This embodied experience makes one first of all feel (!) rather than think, but also provides space and time
to reflect on the circumstances, instead of digesting information about it.
During a visit in the silo people start to trust their senses. They slowly start to see and discover the space
inside. People open up and undergo the experience without any expectation of outcome, without initially
wondering what exactly they are seeing. And, naturally, the depth of this experience causes all sorts of
reactions afterwards.
The emotional reactions that visitors had after experiencing Black Water could only be captured immediately after coming out of the space (often while still crawling through the pipe) (SHARED EMOTIONS). The
reflective reactions came later, when people were back in the contemporary.
In the following chapters SHARED POTENTIAL / POSSIBILITY / RESPONSIBILITY it becomes clear what
role locals and a local party like Nautilus can play in this process.

QUOTES FROM VISITORS:
“I literally went looking for the light switch by hand, but it wasn’t there. Total disorientation.
Then contemplation and rest.“
“The first minutes you lose your balance, looking for balance, for a grip on yourself. Then you can let it
come to you. Pitch black in silence.“
“Everything was black. Your purple hair and the green grass hurts my eyes now.“
“It’s quite a scary tunnel at first, but you know you’re in a work of art so you trust it to be good.“
“It also feels like a kind of mourning. A Requiem.“
“It’s like a swamp where your senses take over.“
“You feel very small and very powerful at the same time.“
“Transition in time.“
“Crawling backwards leaves you completely disoriented in the dark.“
“Maximal & Minimal at the same time“
“Soundscape, and those low bass tones, make it very esoteric. Really beautiful and also confronting. I
noticed in myself that I was always looking for how it was made instead of surrendering completely.“

“What a wonderful experience. That silence with drops. You become totally different.“
“What an immersive experience. Completely surrounded by the darkness that engulfs all form, including
myself. The silence, the emptiness, my thoughts.“
“I felt very small in a gigantic space.“
“And then suddenly you come back to everyday life with that graffiti and a succession of experiences.“
“Mystical experience, that sound….“
“It has touched us deeply. Very powerful in his absence.“
“Maybe I shouldn’t say it but I thought it was a meditative experience.“
“Impressive experience that sharpens all the senses because you are completely thrown back on yourself.
The drops and shifting light felt completely natural. What we both found so strong is that the quality of the
building and its function came into their own and that nothing had been contrived.“
“Individual positions contribute to the commoning. Individual experiences can become shared experiences.
Impulse starts somewhere. From an individual maker. “
“It has touched us deeply. Very powerful in his absence.“
“Maybe I shouldn’t say it but I thought it was a meditative experience.“
“Impressive experience that sharpens all the senses because you are completely thrown back on yourself.
The drops and shifting light felt completely natural. What we both found so strong is that the quality of the
building and its function came into their own and that nothing had been contrived.“

SHARED EXPERIENCE
It is not necessary to experience something together in order to have a shared experience.
Opportunities for spontaneous interactions between people have been consciously incorporated into
the entire experience: meeting people before and after the visit an the cultural meeting point Nautilus,
established by people from the same neighbourhood (Zeeburgereiland). This was meant to get to know
each other and build a bond of trust - which was necessary for the visits in pairs - as well as a possibility
to share emotions with the volunteers immediately after the visit and share thoughts with the neighbours
afterwards.
In the days after the opening, people from the area were talking about Black Water in the coffee shops,
supermarkets and out on the streets, sharing a secret of a hidden place. So did other Amsterdam citizens: Is there something going on? Why am I not there? People were wandering around in groups, trying
to see what’s going on.
Some visitors returned several times, bringing people with them. Artists, initiators and architects came in
search of new possible scenarios, anticipating possible uses at various locations, sharing ideas with the
inhabitants of Zeeburgereiland.
Besides spontaneous interactions, realizing the Black Water project also provoked new alliances with
researchers and specialists (light-, scenography-, photographers etc.) and built collaborative relationships
between artists, inhabitants and volunteers. The research group was present at all fases and generated
activities and collaborations with the local inhabitants, volunteers from the Rietveld Academy and Zeeburgereiland were working together.
The way Black Water was organised made commoning possible even in a time of the Covid-19 lockdown,
when all the other exhibitions and events were canceled and restricted. In an online and contactless society we provided the opportunity to recover ones senses and a chance to see the other side of isolation,
find a piece of one’s own self and learn from the experiences of the other. What could be more important
than finding like-minded people to be able to share emotions from collective experiences, reflect on them,
and interact.

SHARED EMOTIONS
Such a precise and strategic intervention brought its unexpected revelations, together with the sensory recovery and re-activation of a wide range of emotions that are usually hidden behind facades. Black Water
also, surprisingly, showed an ability to awaken personal memories. But even more unexpected was the
desire people felt to share it. Curiously, after this intense experience people were sharing personal stories
they would never have shared with anyone under any other circumstances and both hosts and strangers,
having been through the same experience, discovered the desire and ability to listen.
Most of the people were happy to stop time for a moment and meditate on the feelings experienced in
Black Water, although some people confronted their fears or relived traumatic or nostalgic memories that
they did not dare to think about before. (see quotes of visitors)
Awakening personal memories that are shared activates collective ones and emotions become shared.
After a meditative experience, that helps you feel grounded, sharpening all the body senses, even a
closed and defensive person suddenly becomes ready to share the thoughts and becomes open for interaction, wants to talk, listen and touch. Only after going through this sensitive personal experience alone,
with your own self, one becomes ready for sharing. That shows that not art on itself, but the way we experience it becomes an essential ingredient of commoning.
If before visiting Black Water people thought they needed restaurants and sport-centers, that they could
common with the partner or a friend, now after the experience people were finally ready for spontaneous
interaction with the people they had never seen before and would never have interacted with in say the super market, which is a crucial finding for commoning. (And it was reached by only articulating the void (with
minimal means), rather than filling it with luxurious design projects of obvious programs, which are often
expensive and yet less effective).

QUOTES FROM VISITORS:
“I was reminded of when we drove desert in Mexico. There was a hole in the ground and we crawled inside. We entered the cave. We started singing there and now we wanted to do it again.“
“You mentally dive into history. I was born in the Jordaan and see myself sitting on the toilet there as a
child. “
“I was thinking of my mother, who went through the terrible things during the war. I couldn’t stop imagining
what my mom would feel here. It would have a completely different meaning for her. “
“Mexico. Dark forest with light coming through. You go back to deep associations.“
“A large amount of people mentionted forest experiences. Some a creepy, nightmarish forest, others a
magic, fairytale-like forest. Some gave examples of particular forests they had been before.“
“Kind of a scary but excited transition moment close to the experience of labour, that feels like life will never be the same after. My baby fell asleep inside, no wonder, it’s like a womb. “
“This silo has absorbed the quintessence of everything that happened in the last so difficult years.“
“I relate the installation to the personal story of Ronald.“
“The smell activated the memories of spaces we have visited together with my husband before. The story
of our first date, when we were meeting in a factory, that smelled absolutely the same.“

“I am recovering from a serious burnout with the help of a psychologist and it is very complex. Black Water
is the space I would enter every day to detox from everything.“
“I was lying down in the sand and watched stars in the sky, the water reminded me of a lake, and a light
was appearing like a sunrise. But everything was just my imagination inside the simple concrete silo. I
relate this experience to some scenes from my childhood, how the reality was different from it`s perception
back then, and how the memory transformed and reshaped it overtime. It was a right moment for me to
visit it.“
These revelations were partly caused by stepping out of a comfort zone. →

AWARENESS OF UNEXPECTED AFFORDANCES
To generate the embodied experience of the intervention by visitors every detail counts.
An experience of Black Water starts long before one finds oneself in the darkness of the silo.
Waking up and going through the routine rituals in ones own, familiar, apartment; walking through Zeeburgereiland which looks like any other newly build luxurious neighbourhood, to the meeting point at the
Nautilus building. Having your warm cup of tea during an everyday conversation with the local inhabitants.
The other visitors park their car or bike, arrive by tram and walk toward the meeting point in the residential
area, an area you could find everywhere nowadays; everything seem to be “perfect”, similar to any other
contemporary city expansions in The Netherlands. Black Water will offer an opposite experience.
Unexpected turns take one out of one’s comfort zone. Phones are securely stored and left behind at
Nautilus. One or two visitors at a time are guided towards the silo, again a short walk through the newly
constructed neighbourhood, heading towards three enormous bold, bare, concrete silo’s in the middle of
a grass field. You must follow the simple rules of the ‘Zone’, to the instruction of the guide, in order to stay
safe. Above all: don’t expect anything.
Access the work by crawling backwards through a small hole into an unknown world that one can only
enter in this awkward unfamiliar way. You are thrown back on yourself by the darkness, without your phone
and together with another person you might never have seen before. After this first shock, the body starts
search grip and generate unique ideas and opens the imagination instead of the pre-programmed actions.

QUOTES FROM VISITORS
“At night. Beam lights at sea breaking through the clouds.“
“You were really standing in the origin of the earth. Suddenly there was a light.“
“Silky cloud in there.“
“I was very much thinking about churches and parochial spaces abroad, a religious experience.“
“We are on vacation in The Zone of Stalker.“
“A kind of revelation from Jesus, a birth from that white haze.“
“Absolutely Chernobyl, those drops. “
“There was a very large moth on the wall.“
“I’ve seen Tarkovsky’s Stalker at least 15 times. This time I really felt it for the first time.“
“I’m not a believer, but I’ve seen Jesus. There was a white haze above the graffiti, then came the apparition.“
“At first it looked like rock wall until I saw it was graffiti.“
“Very weird that the space felt oval as it was round.“
“On a black ocean with beams of light.“

SHARED POTENTIAL & RESPONSIBILITY
With the installation Black Water, RAAAF once again points to the unique hidden qualities and potential of
10.000 vacant public buildings in the Netherlands, presented in the Dutch pavilion at the Venice Biennale
2010. These buildings were constructed in different eras, with function, crafts and the use of materials being time specific. On the other hand, just like the 10,000 other vacant public buildings, the silos were built
in a specific time, with a specific purpose and using a specific construction method. In many cases the
cultural history was charged by the people who lived or worked there, in the case of the silos at ZBE it was
precisely the absence of people; the desolation of the site since the 1980’s to 2010.
The paradox is that that emptiness is still here today. But now inside the silos. This emptiness, darkness
and absence are emphasised in Black Water because the surrounding terrain is now completely build up.
These silo’s have unique qualities that can enrich our contemporary city.
As non-reproducible buildings, the silo’s represent the current disappearance of irreplaceable affordances
and experiences offered by vacancy in all our cities.
Many visitors have been asking: “Why didn’t you do anything in the other two silos?” and immediately
started sharing what they would do there. By leaving the space empty and reinforcing the unique qualities
of a post-industrial cave that the silo inherited, rather than filling the space with the predictable program,
we provided a context that is stimulating and opening the imagination of the visitor; makes one think what
else could be possible, instead of filling the space with functions that could be anywhere.
Opening of the imagination was the main ingredient of the shared experience. The intervention created a
hunger for the non-reproducible qualities of the silos. That in its turn inspires thinking about the potential of
the other two silo’s and opens the eyes towards the other 10.000 vacant buildings in NL.

CONNECTING SCALE LEVELS
While analysing and testing ideas for a site specific intervention it can be useful to reflect on these ideas
on different scale levels. What does the intervention in the silo mean at the scale of city, a country or even
internationally?
Black Water provide an experience of darkness, absence and silence, unique values that became underestimated and a scarce resource over the last decades in Amsterdam and many other cities on the planet.
Physically the silo is in the centre of a contemporary city. But the experience inside the silo is almost a
polar opposite to the local inhabitants’ daily living environment. We eliminate all the distractions from “just
being here” (such as phones, people, entertainment and noise).
What could this experience mean in general for our often “smooth and pre-described” contemporary cities
and public spaces, where people are always “online”? In a world overloaded with stuff and images it is important to emphasize a “poetry of absence”. A large part of the 500 visitors pointed to the value and need
for this kind of experiences. Providing such experiences can be beneficial to well-being in other districts
of Amsterdam as well as other contemporary cities. But, of course, it will have to be reached in a different
site- time- and context- specific way.

QUOTES FROM VISITORS: THE URGENCY
“Everything is normal, grey and routine before you get inside. And then you are in a vacuum completely
alone. You start to hear the drops, feel the smell, and pay attention to the temperature and feeling of your
own body. All sensations are sharpened. And when you go outside you suddenly feel thirsty for colour, so
your eyes try to capture it: the grass, the sky the pavements of the buildings. You want to touch someone
and talk to someone. Everything feels different from before.“
“It’s like when you are keeping a strict diet for a while, you might even forget the taste of something you
used to like, you might feel like you don’t need it anymore. Then suddenly you taste it, and you feel the
taste so different, rich, favourite and familiar. Or rather otherwise, when you have to eat fast food for an
entire week, and then you really looking forward for something fresh. The installation works like a detox.”
“Imagine; a deep and dark silence, pitch dark, the kind that weighs heavily on your shoulders, then drops
on water (with long echoes), slowly but surely your eyes start to make out some lighter shades of grey.
Looking up a cosmos of small circular dots. Very lucky with the evening light, not only because of its orange glow but the camera obscura was magnificent. Many references came to mind, cinematographic
ones in particular.“
“Total sensory reset. In the beginning you are looking for something to hold on to; but after that… Delicious. I would like to come back any day.“

COMMON RESOURCES
For a seemingly infinite amount of time when nothing happens, nothing is permitted for our vacant public
spaces. These spaces are closed to the public without explanation even though present and past generations have paid taxes for realising them and their specific public purpose. Often it is forgotten that these
vacant public buildings don’t belong to the real-estate market but are unique common resources that potentially could be available to all inhabitants in society.
The silo’s were closed for more than 15 years. By opening one silo RAAAF once again tries to raise
awareness of these public resources on Zeeburgereiland, Amsterdam and the rest of the Netherlands.

SHARED HISTORY
Connecting Present and Past in search for new meaning in the Future.
Cultural-historical, spatial, geographical and even political research on the selected sites or building can
help to discover new insights that can contribute possible location-specific interventions.
A possible future does not have to be all-encompassing, but can be based on specific aspects. In this case
it makes people aware on values like emptiness, silence, darkness in the contemporary living environment.
In the 1980s, the East Sewage Treatment Plant was constructed on the former military site. In 2006, a
new installation in the Westelijk Havengebied was taken into use to replace this. After the demolition of the
old sewage treatment complex (including one of the silos), space was created on the vacant location for
housing, where the Sportheldenbuurt has been built. In July 2012, the first piles for residential construction
were driven. For 15 years the three silo’s used to be a vast landmark in a dirty desolate area that has settled in the collective memory of all Amsterdammers passing by along the highway. Now they are the only
empty spaces in an overloaded luxury residential area. RAAAF wondered how the silos could be given
new significance in their new context.
Even in the context of a newly built residential island, cultural-historical aspects of the silos and the former
sewage treatment system seem to offer unique affordances. For example, the poo and pee of all ‘Amsterdammers’ flowed together in the sewage treatment silos. It is perhaps the city’s most ‘inclusive place’. Paradoxically in a period when nobody was living on this part of Zeeburgereiland. ‘Black Water’ makes people
aware of this shared history.
The Silos have a number of unique qualities that are hard to find anywhere else on the island or in Amsterdam: silence, darkness, absence, timelessness, isolation, slowness, unforeseenness, dirtiness. Contrasting strongly with the noise, light, rush, speed, crowd, cleanness and order of the young urban neighbourhood. It was important to identify these features and emphasise them in our intervention with minimal
means.

Inhabitants of Zeeburgereiland have always been curious about those strange landmarks they see in their
clean living environment everyday, but could never enter them. For the first time they have been brought
inside two by two, into the last witnesses of the dirty origins of the island to which everyone contributed.
Eventually residents started to wonder: What exactly was this place? Why have these silos been empty for
15 years? Who is the owner of these buildings? Is this public property? Can the Black Water installation
stay? What will happen next? Feelings of belonging and involvement to the past and present of this place
and the community they are a part of, and the feeling of responsibility for its future.
You do not necessarily need to experience something together in order to have a shared experience. The
shared history with a given place can itself be an ingredient for commoning. Human nature may affect us
individually and collectively, it can make people desire another world that does not exist but is possible,
and has nothing to do with preprogrammed consumer behaviour.

